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po d ium

fact!

I have multiple outputs
to share your desktop
to multiple displays for
maximum visibility.

keep your eyes
on your audience.

How can you use
your PresenStation?
project images

Conduct a presentation across multiple
screens without turning your back.

The PresenStation is adaptable enough to

The QOMO PresenStation is the ultimate presentation tool,

halls.

giving you total control over what’s displayed behind
you while you maintain eye contact with your audience.
Write, draw, and annotate over any screen with a touch

plug-and-play in any environment, from
compact meeting rooms to enormous lecture

annotate on the spot

You can use the pen to write on anything

pen that accurately simulates writing on paper.

displayed on the screen. Draw or annotate

See this podium at qomo.com/product/qit600-f2-podium.

presentations, and more.

over documents, web pages, videos,

instant drafting table

Adjust the PresenStation to the most
comfortable writing angle, between 90

watch!

See our how-to
videos at qomo.com/
instructional-videos.

degrees and almost completely flat.

showing off times two.

like paper, but better.

two hdmi outputs

pressure sensitive handwriting

The PresenStation includes 2 HDMI outputs for simultaneous

The PresenStation’s pen uses point-by-point electromagnetic

projection to 2 displays, maximizing visibility and giving you

(EM) technology. Draw faint or heavy lines, just like you would

the power to present in bigger spaces.

on real paper.

ain’t no mount it can’t handle.

a real team player.

universal vesa mount

compatible with everything

The back of the PresenStation has a standard VESA pattern,

The PresenStation is both software- and hardware-agnostic,

so you can use whatever kind of mount you like. Even one

so you can connect it to any computer and project whatever

that rotates.

you like on any display.

Panel Type

Active-Matrix Liquid Crystal
Display (TFT)

Ports

Effective Screen Size

21.5 inch 478.64(H) × 270.11(V)

Inputs

HDMI, USB Type A (3.0) x 2, USB
Type B (3.0), 12v DC Power

Resolution

1920(H) × 1080 (V)

Outputs

HDMI × 2

Standard Colors

16.7M

Physical Specs

Brightness

250 cd/m2

Contrast

5000:1

Viewing Angle

178° (H), 178° (V)

Writing Characteristics
Touch Technology

Electromagnetic

Pen

Battery Pen

Tablet Resolution

2000Lpi

Pen Pressure

1024 Levels

Reading Accuracy

±0.5 mm (center)

Tracking

Approximately 180 points per
second

Interface

USB interface (USB3.0)

Power In

HDMI
In

Out

External Dimensions

517.8 (W)×323.76 (H)×38.34 (D) mm
(without stand)

Stand Adjustment

Adjustable in the range of 12° to
130°

Compatible
Operating Systems

Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows
8, Windows 10, Mac 10.9 or above
and Chrome OS.

Touch

USB

USB

Out
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